PREPARATION OF ART FOR PUBLICATION

Just as good artwork conveys an idea very quickly—a picture often is worth a thousand words—nothing makes a publication look second-rate as quickly as mediocre art.  Art (and tables) are also more expensive to process than text, so publishers and editors are entitled to require that these extras be well-conceived, organic parts of the ms.  Furthermore, if art is not of publishable quality, getting it into that state (and perhaps waiting for permissions) may hold up production.  Good art and tables don’t just happen by computer magic, and unlike a footnote or bibliography entry, they cannot be left for later re-working.

In the days before desktop publishing all of this was more straight-forward: publishers often required subventions for such extras, and authors arranged for photographs shot by a professional, or hired an artist to draw the illustrations.  In fields where artwork is common, archaeology, say, or biology, graduate students often developed the skills necessary for preparing art to professional standards.  Then and now, publication grants help underwrite the hiring of professional expertise for those who have not mastered these skills themselves.

Desktop publishing has put professional-grade tools in the hands of laymen—and caused many publishers and printers to long for the good old days.  Computer art is far too complex to summarize in a few paragraphs, and there are many books on the subject.  I will say that ordinary mortals can learn enough to become fully competent in dealing with artwork as authors or editors: what at first may seem abstruse is knowable, and the complexity is necessary. One peculiarity of the field is familiar to sinologists: the terminology is often polysemantic, with meaning changing markedly with context.

For example, what is high-resolution for a half-tone is low-res for type, and combining the two incorrectly is a common blunder.  This introduces the crucial division between “line art” and “continuous-tone art.”  The former, exemplified by line drawings or wood-cuts (and most type), uses precisely one color with no shading—printer’s ink and toner do not “dilute” to make shades of grey.  In publishing, the standard format for line-art is TIFF, the standard resolution 1200 dpi (dots per inch).  This needs to end up in one-bit, “b&w” (sometimes “bitmap”) format rather than grey-scale.  One-bit files save storage and bandwidth (an 8-bit grey-scale being 8 times larger), but the real reason is to avoid problems further along in the production process: automated processing is likely to treat a grey-scale image as a half-tone and drastically reduce the resolution, even if it contains only the two shades 100% black and 100% white.

Photographs are the usual example of continuous-tone art.  All printing presses have a very narrow palette: one color (black) for most scholarly books, maybe six for high-end color.  The intermediate tones (the greys of ordinary “black and white” photographs) must be simulated on press with monochrome dots of varying size and density—“half-toning”.  The half-tone dots are not the same as dpi dots: they are in fact made up of dpi dots and thus much coarser.  The usual file format for continuous-tone art is again TIFF, but at 300 dpi; grey-scales generally use a bit-depth of 8, allowing 256 shades.  The printer will down-sample half-tones to a lower resolution based on the characteristics of the press, paper, etc., and 300 dpi gives him leeway for doing so.  The final resolution is unlikely to exceed 150 dpi—roughly fax quality and clearly not acceptable for type or line-art.

Not all dpi dots are created equal.  A specialized machine like an imagesetter really can make a dot 1/1200 of an inch in size on a sheet of photographic film. There are physical limits to how small a dot can be burned onto a plate from the film and then printed on paper, but agglomerations of dots can be controlled with great accuracy.  A 1200-dpi laser printer, on the other hand, uses static electricity to position “toner” particles until it can iron them onto paper, a process that is “good enough” under some circumstances but cannot match an imagesetter’s accuracy. 

Specifying 1200-dpi TIFFs for line-art and 300-dpi TIFFs for grey-scales is only the beginning.  Getting there is the fun part, and this collection of tips aims to ease the process for non-specialists.  Keep in mind that simply meeting technical specifications does not guarantee professional quality: the graphics whiz helping you at the campus media center or copy shop probably has more experience in design for the WWW (72 dpi, RGB color) or T-shirts than in print publishing.  Also, if your artwork is up to spec. but not up to snuff you risk dismissal as an over-reaching amateur.  One the other hand, if the artwork isn’t up to snuff but exceeds spec., though the form may look unprofessional you have at least provided more dots for the publisher to work with—should he choose to fix it.

Final size is something lay people tend to overlook, though its importance is obvious with a moment’s thought: an image (or table) that looks just fine on a standard manuscript sheet is very likely to lose detail when reduced to fit the page boundaries (“trim”) and margins usual for scholarly publications.  Type may become illegible, and the likelihood of re-sizing is one of the main reasons for keeping type separate from artwork (half-toning is the other).  In assessing artwork, the editor must consider how well the art illustrates the author’s point, including how well it can look at final size.

Size and resolution are related, just as the image on a small television looks sharper than on a large one: done correctly, reduction can be beneficial.  However, image-editing software all too often reduces the number of dots along with the size, throwing away data.  Bear in mind that the low-end software widely available (pre-installed on many computers, or installed with a scanner or digital camera) often assumes the user is interested in images at screen resolution—generally 72 dpi.  It may throw away dots without warning; even if you can set it to 300 or 1200 dpi, it may make up (“interpolate”) the additional dots, again without warning and with poor results. (Adobe’s Photoshop Elements seems a good bet—most of the capability of the professional standard for image-editing software, at a fraction of the cost; however, it handles only RGB color images, not the CMYK [cyan, magenta, yellow, and black] colorspace usually preferred in professional printing, and it cannot process 16-bit grey-scales—both of which imply a level of quality not contemplated here.)

Interpolation is to be avoided when possible, and always considered carefully. For example, when you scan a photograph it is best to know the final size so your scan will not need re-sizing.  Any image editor will let you re-size an image (called “re-sampling” if you change the ratio between size and resolution); a good one will let you choose the algorithm by which re-sampling throws out or adds data.  “De-skewing” software for straightening a scanned image involves interpolation.  Ideally, one would re-position the art on the scanner and re-scan until the image is straight, but software de-skewing is much more convenient.  If you use software straightening you should do so just once: if the first attempt fails, un-do it and try again until you achieve the result you want with a single instance of interpolation.  Converting from color to grey-scale involves interpolation: professionals know how to exploit the different “channels” to yield better results than the software’s “convert” button (though the latter may be perfectly adequate).

Grey-scale to line art is another conversion, and image-editors often allow several methods.  If you have a piece of line art in grey-scale format, choose carefully.  You probably want a threshold (forcing all dots over 50% to black) because alternatives, such as a half-tone screen or dither, will likely add dots you don’t want.  Note that the software offers a wider range of tools in grey-scale mode.  For example, you might want to adjust the “levels” of grey, in effect changing the threshold you eventually use for conversion to one-bit.  Other grey-scale-only tools, such as straightening or dodge and burn, can be very useful for touching up images destined to end up as line art.  Limit the number of times you change the bit-(un-do is your friend) and watch for enhancements such as “anti-aliasing” when changing the bit-depth, another way for interpolation to sneak in.

Half-toning (“screening”) is another process that an image should undergo only once.  However, a great many of the sources scholars use are printed and thus their continuous-tone images have already undergone half-toning.  In a perfect world with perfect reproduction, high-resolution cameras or scanners could pick up the dots of the original half-toning and re-cycle them.  In the real world, the art gets half-toned a second time.  Unfortunately, the dot-patterns from the two screens often interfere with each other, causing unsightly patterns when the image is re-printed.  Publishers may simply refuse to accept re-screened images.  Various treatments can help, including special “de-screening” software, but these involve more interpolation.  When in doubt, testing on a monochrome laser printer can help you gauge the effect of what you are doing.

How you handle the files is important.  Avoid transferring an image by “pasting” it, meaning passing it through the clipboard.  The clipboard’s settings for resolution, bit-depth, etc., are not easily accessible, making it all too easy to degrade the image.  Never use a word-processor file as a vessel for conveying an image.  (MS Word seemingly wants you to insert images via paste—but then how can you get them out again without passing once more through the forbidden clipboard?  Save as an HTML document, and track down the separate folder it made for the images.)  Some kinds of files travel safely as e-mail attachments in formats the Internet knows to protect, but some formats can be corrupted.  Safe formats include the “archives” produced by various compression utilities, which offer the additional advantage of grouping several files into one.  Zip compression is built in to both WinXP and Mac OS X.  Pay attention to file sizes before e-mailing attachments as no one wants to be surprised by a huge download when checking e-mail over a dial-up connection; also, many e-mail systems reject large attachments, sometimes without informing the sender.

Image files can be very large, but they often compress very well. Some image formats offer their own, internal compression within the file format. These schemes divide into “lossless” and its opposite, “lossy.”  The latter, exemplified by JPEG format, is perfectly acceptable in some circumstances, and may let you balance image quality against file size—but make sure that repeatedly saving your file doesn’t toss more data each time.  Photoshop offers two lossless compression schemes (LZW and Zip) and one lossy (JPEG) when saving TIFFs.  The safest choice may be to use TIFFs without internal compression, and then use the operating system’s Zip capability (or general-purpose compression utilities such as WinZip or Stuffit) to assemble the images into archives for transmission.

So far, all the artwork I have mentioned is “raster art,” i.e., already turned into dots for printing or on-screen display.  In the end, everything—type, line-art, photographs—gets rasterized as it goes through the printer’s RIP (Raster Image Processor), which has been tuned for optimal results with the specific press.  Only in exceptional circumstances would one bypass the printer’s knowledge of his equipment and sophisticated RIP: in theory, you could rasterize earlier in the process and create your own high-res, one-bit image, for example, to combine high-res type with a home-grown half-tone.  If you want to bypass the printer’s expertise, you had better know what you are doing.

So how do you combine line and continuous-tone elements in the same image?  In computerese, the alternative to “raster art” is “vector art”: artwork where “paths” are laid out by mathematical formulae.  The paths can have thickness and color, or they may join themselves or other paths to outline areas that can then be filled in.  A scalable font is, in some sense, a collection of vector images.  One advantage of vector artwork over raster is that it scales smoothly up and down.  A corollary is that vector line art can run at the RIP’s full resolution, and is not subjected to half-toning.  Vector images still ends up as dots—clusters of pixels on screen or dots on paper—but rasterization is delayed until the image is displayed or printed.  Note that creating art by manipulating outlines is less intuitive and harder to grasp than editing raster images, even though software handles all the computations defining the paths.

Nowadays, software for making art generally uses formats that can combine both vector and raster elements. This allows you to put arrows (vector) and labels (type) on a photograph (raster), or to make a map with sharp lines for rivers (vector), cartographic symbols (vector or type) and labels (type), but shades of grey (raster) to indicate topography or differentiate regions.

The old standard format for vector art is EPS (Encapsulated PostScript).  Vector art can be wonderfully compact, but EPS files often are not.  The format can hold raster images both as low-res previews or at full resolution, and sometimes they contain no vectors at all.  (The preview is useful because many programs lack the ability to rasterize a vector image, displaying only a grey box if no preview is included; inevitably the low-res preview occasionally is confused with the main vector image, though print professionals are supposed to know better.)  EPS files can also contain type, allowing the inclusion of references to fonts not installed on machines subsequently processing the image; the only character in a missing font may be a (non-printing) carriage-return in a forgotten and invisible text box, but that may be enough for the printer’s “pre-flight” program to reject the file.  One workaround is to embed the fonts in the EPS—and then hope that they will not conflict with the versions installed on the printer’s equipment.  Or you can eliminate the font references entirely by turning the type into outlines—though this may strip the font’s built-in letter-spacing, and may not prevent subsequent rasterization from removing part of an outlined letter that overhangs a neighbor’s space.  In other words, while EPS can be essential, it has a well-earned reputation for causing problems.

One strategy for avoiding such problems with line-art originating as vector is to keep the image in vector format until its final size is known.  Then it can safely be rasterized at final size as a high-res TIFF for reliable handling thereafter.  

The modern successor to EPS is PDF (“Portable Document Format”), also developed by Adobe.  Like EPS, PDF can hold fonts and text as well as artwork, and can convey them more reliably than EPS.  One measure of that reliability is that PDF has become the basic file format for much of print publishing.  Another is that the IRS uses PDF to provide taxpayers with forms they can print out, fill out, and submit.  That reliability follows from better control over what goes into the file, so generating a PDF involves setting dozens of variables, including format version, font-embedding and -subsetting, marks and bleeds, down-sampling and compression of images, color conversion, etc.  You don’t need to understand them all: Adobe products (Photoshop, AI, Acrobat, InDesign) provide convenient groups of settings geared for the anticipated output, from screen display to printing press, and they generally work very well. 

There are other ways to make PDFs but, as always, the devil is in the details.  For instance, beginning with OS X.2, the Macintosh operating system provides a printer driver that can turn anything you can print into a PDF—but apparently you need OS X.4 to get some control over the PDF settings.  Some scanner software can scan to PDF, which can be very handy for, say, a quick e-mail, but a scan won’t preserve vector art, and any scanned text will need OCR (optical character recognition) to before it can be processed as text. 

Another detail is the PDF format version.  The format continues to evolve, and while the additional features can be very beneficial, inevitably there is lag between release of a new version and broad acceptance.  Thus Adobe chose PDF format 1.4 (“compatible with Acrobat 5”) for the ReadMe file for the latest update to InDesign (version 4.02), and the IRS uses 1.3 for tax forms.  The latter is also the version widely used by the printing industry, where it is enshrined in the PDF/X-1a standard. Adobe recently changed its stock “Press” settings for creating PDFs to use 1.4 instead of 1.3.  Version 1.6 added a feature that can be very handy for editors: the ability to allow “Comments” to be added via Reader 7 (a free download).

So how might the PDF format versions work in practice?  An editor can use 1.6 to circulate proofs and gather corrections by e-mail—though Acrobat 7 Pro is required to enabling “Reader commenting.”  (Of course, some authors will prefer correcting on paper or resist when Reader version 5 or 6 suggests an upgrade).  Once gathered and approved, the corrections must then be made in the files from which the PDF proof was generated, and a new PDF created, probably using format version 1.3 for the file that goes to the printer.

It is worth emphasizing that the PDF format continues to evolve and other software applications are still being adapted to its subtleties.  Thus while PDF is much more reliable than EPS, some quirks remain.  One is that inserting a PDF into a layout program can make an otherwise one-color job appear to use four colors.  If, as is increasingly likely, a job goes to the printer in the form of a final, press-ready PDF, these phantom colors can survive, even though all components, including PDFs, use black as the only color.  The printer should understand the job well enough to ignore the phantom colors, but there have been reports of automated systems generating blank film.  Adobe Illustrator’s native file format is now a superset of PDF and shares this labeling of black-only files as color.  One workaround is to export from AI to “Illustrator 10 legacy EPS format,“ which does not add phantom colors.

A more serious quirk has been reported for InDesign CS (also known as version 3): if several AI files placed in an InDesign document use the same font, InDesign CS will take the subset of the font’s characters in the first AI file and apply it to the others, possibly substituting or dropping characters in those later AI images.  The crux is that AI creates individual subsets of the same font for different AI files, but InDesign v. 3 wasn’t smart enough to recognize more than one.  This “well-known” problem was corrected in InDesign CS2 (a.k.a. v. 4; see Dave Saunders’ March 24. 2006 post on the Adobe InDesign Windows forum <http://www.adobeforums.com/cgi-bin/webx?128@383.Y8FagburdsA.6@.3bbf14dd>.  I can say from sad experience that simply using EPS may not be enough to prevent substitution of characters.

This potential for scrambling characters may be established, but it is hardly “well-known” outside the world of InDesign aficianados.  The upshot is that mere mortals can do everything “by the book” and still get a nasty surprise.  Doggedly checking one’s work is always necessary, but the lesson here is that professional experience and expertise can prevent surprises in the first place, or find and fix anomalies faster.

Print production underwent two revolutions in the twentieth century, with the development of offset lithography and digital imaging, and continues to evolve.  At the same time, it remains a manufacturing process, highly technical and requiring major investments in equipment and expertise.  Established practice often trumps innovation: old ways continue longer than one might expect, and out-dated truisms (“avoid Truetype”) live on.  Thus perfectly “legal” files may be rejected by pre-flight checks, human or software.  One of the aims of pre-press work is to provide files that won’t make waves: Chinese type still makes waves (and should), so it is wise to eliminate any other hurdles one can.

For further information, Googling for “art preparation” will yield many hits, some of them from scholarly publishers.  One I like, as more detailed than many is <http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/guide/art_guide.pdf>.  The number of Photoshop books is almost as startling as the effects experts can achieve.  (Of course, any technique can be abused—supermarket tabloids show the extremes to which one can push “sharpening” and other tools.)  I started with the first edition of “Real World Scanning and Halftones,” which I passed on to another needy soul when I bought the second; I assume the new version (3rd edition, Peachpit Press, April 2004) is more approachable and up-to-date, and there are other good choices.  But as with any practical skill, book-learning only gets you so far, and there is no substitute for experience.
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